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New Media and Mental Health 

 The Internet has become a go-to resource for millions of people 
looking for mental health information. 
 

 2008 Pew Research Center studies found that 28% of Internet 
users look online for information about depression, anxiety, 
stress or mental health issues. 
 

 1/3 of teenagers use the Internet to seek out mental health 
information. 
 

 More than 1/3 of individuals ages of 18- 

 29 use the Internet to find mental health  

 information. 
 

 The word “depression” is searched on  

 Google more than 7 million times each month. 



Responsibility / Opportunity  

 Because more and more people are looking to the Internet 
to answer their questions, we believe mental health 
professionals (psychologists, therapists, researchers, non-
profits, etc.) have the unique responsibility of providing 
sound information online. 

 

 We also believe this presents an 

  invaluable opportunity for  

 mental health professionals to  

 provide resources and encourage  

 treatment to a larger audience than ever before. 



The Glendon Association & PsychAlive.org 





PsychAlive Experts 





Goals of PsychAlive 
“Psychology for Life” 

 
 •  To make psychological concepts understandable and accessible to the 

general public 
 

• To offer sound resources to those searching for psychological information 
online  
 

• To gain exposure and provide outreach to the public for the ideas and 
theories of The Glendon Association,  including igniting interest in books, 
films, articles, chapters, and assessment tools created by Glendon 
 

• To provide a resource for individuals looking deeper into themselves 
through our privacy protected workshop 
 

• To create psychologically minded communities across social networks to 
help individuals bring psychological awareness into their everyday 
lives/newsfeeds 
 



How Can Mental Health Professionals Benefit 
from developing their online presence?  

 Psychologists and therapists can grow their 
private practices by reaching more potential 
clients online (through publications, web searches 
and features on psychological websites). 

 

 Non-profit organizations can develop a new base 
of donors through social networking campaigns. 

 

 Researchers can gain more attention for their 
findings. 

 

 Mental Health Professionals (with proper 
credentials) have the opportunity to brand 
themselves as experts in their field and gain 
attention from media outlets. 

 



Key Strategies (The Five C’s): 

 Content – Content should be meaningful, relevant, timely and consistent. 
 
 Credibility  - Web presence should be founded in credibility - expertise and research. 

Guest  experts, bloggers and contributors can help build credibility. 
 
 Core Concepts– Focus on core concepts and areas of expertise to establish yourself as an 

expert in your area. 
 

 Connect – Connect with your target audience online by finding the right social networks, 
online communities and traffic sources to reach the individuals you’re looking for. 
 

 Collaboration Versus Competition – Don’t be afraid to collaborate with competing 
websites, therapists or organizations. Cross-promotion, link exchanges and content 
sharing can increase traffic. 
 Examples:  
 GoodTherapy.org 
 PsychCentral 
 PsychologyToday 

 
 



Blogging 

Why you should blog: 
 

 Gives  you the opportunity to reach a wider audience of engaged readers 

 Allows you to write about topics of particular interest to you (and your target 
audience) 

 Helps you brand yourself as an expert in your field 

 Increases the likelihood that your website will be found by search engines, 
improving your SEO and driving more traffic to your website 

 Provides you with content to share across social networks 

 Becoming a guest-blogger for a larger website is one way to promote yourself, 
build important links to your website and even reach new clients 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Recommended Resources:  
Build your website on a platform like WordPress, which allows you to easily 
update, add, and edit your multimedia content (i.e. blogs, podcasts, video) 
 



Blogging Strategies 

 Expertise – Focus on core-concepts or topics related to your area of expertise. 
Don’t be afraid to represent a broad spectrum of ideas or different points of 
view, but it is helpful to begin with topics that relate to directly to the work you 
do and the audience you are trying to reach. 

 

 Timeliness – Your content should be timely and relevant. Feel free to 
comment on recent studies, buzz topics or events going on in the news. 

 

 Consistency – Consistently updating your blogs rewards return readers and 
helps you get new visitors to your website.  
 Blogs don’t need to be very long. Aim for at least one 500-1,200 word post 

every month. 
 

 Multimedia – Use a variety of media to engage readers and viewers with 
video interviews, podcasts, articles, blogs, slideshows, and Webinars. 

 

 Keywording— Understanding a little bit about how search engines work can 
help you dramatically increase traffic to your website. Find keywords that are 
relevant to your topic and write blogs focused on those keywords.  
 

 



Why Search Engines Matter 

Why are search engines important? 

 Pew Research Center’s Study of Search Engine Use 
2012 found: 
 91% of search engine users say they always or most of the time 

find the information they are seeking when they use search 
engines  

 86% of search engines users learned something new or 
important that really helped them or increased their 
knowledge  

 73% of search engine users say that most or all the information 
they find as they use search engines is accurate and 
trustworthy  

 66% of search engine users say search engines are a fair and 
unbiased source of information 



How to Make Your Blogs Google-Friendly 

 Be Original 
 Google doesn’t reward duplicate content, so make sure your content is original 
 

 Utilize Keywords 
 Use relevant keywords naturally throughout your content 
 Make sure keywords are included in your blog title and your blog’s URL 
 

 Title Images 
 Google crawlers can’t read images, but they can read image title so make sure you 

title your images and include keywords 
 

 Get Back-links 
 Google will rank your blog higher if you have more links from quality websites  
 Get back-links by:  

 Exchanging links with colleagues  
 Commenting thoughtfully on relevant blogs and linking to your content 
 Guest blogging on other websites and including a link to your blog at the end 

of the article 
 



Social Media Marketing 

 Social Media platforms allow organizations and individuals to establish a presence or 
reputation of influence in the social community of their target audience. 

 

 Social Media can be particularly effective for a non-profits and other mental health 
professionals with limited funds and an abundance of valuable resources to distribute. 

 

 Social Media Marketing in the field of mental health is focused on authenticity and 
transparency to establish expertise and build loyal relationships. 

 

 This means spending time listening, observing and learning about the social dynamics of 
different social networks and finding the social networks that are right for you.  

      Remember: 

 Not all social networks are created equal 

 No one has time to create a loyal following on all social networks, so pick 1-3 that are 
right for you/your audience 

 Learn the dynamics within a social network and engage accordingly 

 Maintain your professionalism 



Understanding Social Media 

 Social Media platforms and technologies are constantly developing and changing. 
 

 Understanding the evolving channels online allows you to effectively reach both 
professional and niche audiences, as well as the general public. 

 

 Social Media offers individuals a chance to cultivate their newsfeed with stories of 
interest to them, as they “like” causes that are important to them and get updates 
on issues and events from their favorite non-profits or experts in the field. 



Understanding Social Media 

 It also gives users the opportunity to engage in conversations through 
communities and forums. 

 

 By engaging in conversations with individuals and communities online, you can 
reach more people than ever before using less funds and effort. 

 

 Social Media levels the hierarchal playing field—allowing people to connect and 
collaborate informally across institutional boundaries quickly and inexpensively. 

 

 Social media outreach is also an effective means for cultural and community 
change. 



Social Media for Non-Profits 

 Social media provides a tremendous 
opportunity for non-profits to participate as 
trusted providers of credible information and 
ultimately to cultivate the next generation of 
major donors through the social web. 
 

 Mobile giving and fundraising campaigns 
through social media can be extremely effective. 
 

 In 2010, shortly after a devastating earthquake 
struck Haiti, the American Red Cross tweeted: 
  
 @RedCross : "You can text "HAITI" to 90999 to donate 

$10 to Red Cross relief efforts in #haiti.“ 
 

 Within a couple days, the Red Cross raised over 
$7 million dollars for Haiti through the viral 
nature of their campaign. 
 
 

http://twitter.com/RedCross
http://twitter.com/RedCross


Facebook 

 Facebook is one of the most popular and 
well known online marketing resources, 
due to the sheer number of engaged 
users on the site and the simplicity of 
connecting with them directly. 

 
 An influential Facebook presence can be 

a good foundation for a successful social 
marketing program, although there is 
some debate about how psychologists 
and therapists should construct their 
own Facebook pages. 

 
 Sharing content with users through 

Facebook posts, “likes,” and shares can 
help build an engaged social following. 



Facebook 

 Facebook can be a great source of traffic, even if you 
don’t have a dynamic Facebook page. 

 

 Content sharing on Facebook can be a huge traffic 
generator. It is important to add “like” or “share” 
buttons to your own website, so that it is easy for 
visitors to share them. 

 

 This viral strategy of content distribution is an effective 
way to use social media to grab the attention of your 
user. 



How To Write An Effective Facebook Update 

 The goal of a Facebook update is to engage and expand your 
audience by providing interesting content. 

  
 An engaged audience is more likely to “like,” share or comment 

on your posts, which helps your message spread virally across the 
network. 

 
 Facebook updates can reference your articles and blogs, new 

products being released, exciting news, upcoming events, or 
simply share an inspiring quote, image or video. 

 
 Ultimately, the goal of a Facebook update is to send individuals 

to your website or blog through links. 
 
Example Updates 



Twitter 

 Twitter is a commonly used “micro-blogging” platform/social 
network that allows you to share information in real-time 

 Because many people use Twitter as personalized source of 
news and information, Twitter can be a valuable traffic 
generator 

 Twitter updates can use similar methods as Facebook, but 
Twitter updates are much shorter (140 characters max.) 

 The purpose of each tweet is to intrigue, expand and engage 
your audience by gaining followers and sending them to your 
website using links 

 Because Twitter is in real-time, you can Tweet often (as often 
as 10 times a day, though we suggest 2-6 tweets a day) 

 Twitter’s emphasis is often on interacting with other users 
and sharing content. Retweeting can help spread a message or 
a link across the web quickly 

 
 



Example Tweets 



How To Grow Your Twitter Following 

 Make your Tweets interesting!  

 Tweet consistently. 

 Interact with other users on Twitter. 

 Follow individuals or groups with similar interests. 

 
 Use the Follow/Unfollow method 

 Follow users who you think would be interested in your tweets 

 If the users don’t follow you back within a given amount of time 
(such as 4 days), you then unfollow them  

 You can use free resources like www.FriendorFollow.com to help 
you keep track of this or a paid resource like TweetAdder 

 



Resource Recommendation 

 Use a Social Media management platform like 
Hootsuite or BufferApp to help you schedule 
Facebook posts or Tweets in advance  

 

 



LinkedIn 

 LinkedIn differs from other social networks in that it focuses on 
professional collaboration. 

 

 LinkedIn offers you the opportunity to grow your network and 
reach quickly and without much effort. 

 

 Users can collaborate with peers and potential supporters by 
joining groups.  

 

 There are thousands of LinkedIn groups focused on mental health issues, 
offering you the opportunity to network with professionals in your industry 
and participate in conversations about relevant and timely topics. 

 Discussion participation and answering questions can help establish your 
credibility and brand you as an expert in your field. 

 Active group participation is also a good way form strategic connections 
online. 



LinkedIn 

 LinkedIn groups support conversation and collaboration over 
self-promotion, so it is important to interact appropriately within 
the community.  

 Don’t spam! 

 LinkedIn is a great resource for professional advice. Seek advice from others 
or offer advice without overly promoting yourself. 

 Once you establish yourself in a group, you can use LinkedIn to  mention 
upcoming professional opportunities, events and publications. 



Reach Mental Health Professionals  
Directly Through LinkedIn 



YouTube 

 
Why YouTube? 
 
 Over 4 billion hours of video are watched each month on YouTube. 

 
 Creating a YouTube channel with short video clips can be a great way to 

broaden your audience online. 
 

 Videos provide you with unique, dynamic content to share on your blog or 
across social networks. 
 

 An active YouTube channel can also help drive traffic to your website . 
 

 Videos can now be produced easily using technologies many of us already 
own such as a laptop or an iPhone. 



YouTube 

Video Content 
 Your video content should focus on your area of expertise and topics 

that would be of interest to the audience you are trying to reach.  
 

 You can partner with colleagues to interview experts in the field.  
 

 You can answer questions that are sent to you by viewers or readers 
of your blog. 

 
 You can record live presentations or webinars and make them 

available on YouTube. 
 
Recommended Resources:  
Brainshark – easily create dynamic online video presentations 

 

 



YouTube 



Other Social Networks to Consider 

 Google+ 

 Tumblr  

 Reddit 

 Pinterest 

 

 



So, what should you do now? 

 Start blogging. 

 

 Create dynamic content (articles, slideshows, videos). 

 

 Grow your influence on the social networks that are right 
for you. 

 

 Use Google Analytics to track your number of visitors, 
sources of traffic and top content. 

 

 Reach a broader audience in a dynamic way. 

 

 



Take Away Points 

 As people continue to spend more time online, there is an 
increasing value in mental health professionals having an 
online presence. 
 

 Creating an engaged audience (through social networks, 
blogs, videos, etc.) can result in both: 
 Better visibility and growth for private practitioners 
 An opportunity to brand yourself as an expert in your field 
 Increased awareness and funds for non-profits  

 

 Find the online tools that are right for you. It is better to 
take the time to build a solid community on one or two 
social networks than to try to have a presence on all of 
them.  



Resources 

For more information visit: 
www.PsychAlive.org 

 

 

 

 

 

For a copy of this PowerPoint visit PsychAlive.org 

 

 

Find us on…  



Upcoming Webinars from PsychAlive.org 

Learn more or register at 
http://www.psychalive.org/2012/01/upcoming-webinars-2/ 

See a Full List of Upcoming Free and CE Webinars with  

Dr. Lisa Firestone and other Expert Presenters at: 

WWW.PSYCHALIVE.ORG 

May 21 

The Self Under Siege: A New Model of Differentiation 

CE Webinar 

Presenter: Lisa Firestone, Ph.D. 

4pm – 5:30pm PST 

3 CE Credits 



Contact Information 

 Contact us: 

 Phone (800) 648-6605 

 Website: www.glendon.org 

 

 Dr. Lisa Firestone 

 Email: lfirestone@glendon.org 

 

 Jina Carvalho  

 Email: jina@glendon.org 

 

 Lena Firestone  

 Email: lena@glendon.org 

 

 



Workshop Retreat at Esalen – Big Sur, CA 

 


